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EU fines
Mastercard 
570m euros in 
anti-trust action

BRUSSELS: The European Union has f ined
global credit card giant Mastercard 570 million
euros ($647 million) for limiting competition
between banks offering cheaper payment fees.
“By preventing merchants from shopping around
for better conditions offered by banks in other
member states, Mastercard’s rules artificially
raised the costs of card payments, harming con-
sumers and retailers,” EU competition commis-
sioner Margrethe Vestager said.

After Visa, Mastercard is the second largest
credit card issuer in the European market. It has
been the subject of an EU anti-trust investiga-
tion since April 2013, and has cooperated with
the probe. When a customer pays a retailer with
a credit card, the store’s bank pays a fee to the
cardholder’s bank.

The retailer’s bank passes on this fee to the
store, which increases costs for customers.
Prior to 2015, the level of these “interchange
fees”  var ied  wide ly  across  Europe, but
Mastercard’s rules at the time obliged banks
receiving card payments to apply the fee set in
their home country. “This led to higher prices
for retailers and consumers, to limited cross-
border competition and to an artificial segmen-
tation of the single market,” the EU Commission
said in a statement.

“On this basis, the Commission concluded
that Mastercard’s rules prevented retailers from
benefitting from lower fees and restricted com-
petition between banks cross border, in breach
of EU antitrust rules. “The infringement ended
when Mastercard amended its rules in view of
the entry into force of the Interchange Fee
Regulation.”

The fine would have been higher, but Brussels
reduced it by 10 percent to thank Mastercard
for cooperating. The company did not dispute
the fine. “This decision relates to historic prac-
tices only, covers a limited period of time of less
than two years and will not require any modifi-
cation of Mastercard’s current business prac-
tices,” it said.

“Mastercard sees the closure of this anti-trust
chapter as an important milestone for the com-
pany,” it added. —AFP
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KAMCO Economic Report

KUWAIT: Global real GDP growth is estimated to
decline to 3.5 percent in 2019 and pick up marginally
to 3.6 percent in 2020, as per IMF’s latest World
Economic Outlook update. Growth projections for
2019 and 2020 were trimmed by 20 bps and 10 bps
from estimates published by the IMF in Oct-18. The
drop in real GDP growth expectations for 2019 was
driven by broad-based reductions to growth in most
economies, with very few economies expected to
grow faster than estimates in Oct-18.  

Growth for Advanced Economies is now seen to be
lower in 2019, driven mainly by a lower growth rate
for the Euro Area than estimated last year. Emerging
Market & Developing Economies also saw their
growth reduced for 2019, as most regions barring
Emerging and Developing Asia are expected to grow
slower than estimated in Oct-18.  

Global growth for 2018 left unchanged from Oct-
18: The IMF retained its global real GDP growth esti-
mate of 3.7 percent for 2018 from Oct-18, in its latest
World Economic Outlook Update in January-19,
despite a 10 bps drop in the growth of Emerging
Market & Developing Economies to 4.6 percent y-o-
y in 2018, and a similar drop in the growth of
Advanced Economies, now estimated at 2.3 percent (-
10 bps) for 2018. Growth for 2018 was weaker in
Europe and Asia, as per the IMF. The slowdown of
growth in H2-18 is expected to continue for the next
few quarters, and have led to the lower growth fore-
casts for 2019 and 2020. 

Non-oil growth
Saudi Arabia’s real GDP growth for 2018 at 2.3

percent y-o-y comes in above the earlier forecast
from Oct-18 (+2.2 percent), as per the IMF, largely
driven by a pickup in non-oil activity for the year.
Real GDP expectations for 2019 was brought down
by 60 bps, to 1.8 percent from October-18 estimates,
which we ascribe to a drop in oil GDP. KAMCO
Research had estimated IMF’s real oil-GDP estimates
for the GCC in 2019 (IMF REO: Nov-19) to be on the

higher side, as the forecast had factored in an oil pro-
duction growth of 0.58 mb/d from 2018. 

For 2020 however, IMF raised Saudi Arabia’s GDP
growth higher by 20 bps to 2.1 percent from Oct-18
(1.9 percent). KAMCO Research expects non-oil
economic activity in the region to continue to devel-
op in the near term, while oil-GDP forecasts have
room for downward revisions, if OPEC+ countries
announce an extension to the oil production cut
agreement post H1-19. 

Fiscal funding flexibility 
IMF assumes average oil prices to decline in 2019

($58.95/bbl) based on oil price futures; from an aver-
age of $68.58/bbl achieved over 2018. In 2019, how-
ever, a marginal decline to $58.74/bbl is forecast. Oil
markets are still faced with fragile factors like OPEC+
production output, global trade, Iran sanctions and
the economic situation in Venezuela, and these fac-
tors would keep oil prices under check and in a tight
range during 2019. Having said that, non-oil economic
growth in the GCC is expected to continue going for-
ward against the backdrop of stabilizing oil prices
and an expansion in budget spending. Moreover,
fixed income markets remain conducive for GCC sov-
ereign issuers in 2019 for primary market issuances, if
they decide to take that route, given the expectation
of slower pace of interest rate hikes in 2019 by the
US Fed as compared to 2018, and the inclusion of the
five GCC countries into the JP Morgan Emerging
Market Bond Index (EMBI). 

Growth of advanced economies lowered 
Advanced economies are now forecasted to grow

at 2.0 percent (-10 bps) in 2019, while the forecast for
2020 was left unchanged at 1.7 percent, as per the
IMF, as US growth forecasts remained stable over
2019 (+2.5 percent) and 2020 (+1.8 percent). Euro
Area growth was brought down by 30 bps for 2019 to
1.6 percent, driven by a downward revision (-60bps)
to growth for Germany (1.3 percent) from lower pri-

vate consumption, weak industrial production from
the introduction of the revised auto emission stan-
dards, and muted foreign demand. 

The IMF expects weak domestic demand and
higher borrowing costs in Italy to drive growth down
to 1.5 percent (-10 bps) in 2019, while France’s GDP
growth was reduced to 0.6 percent (-40bps) from the
impact of protests and lower industrial production.
Global trade growth for 2018 (4.0 percent) is estimat-
ed to have been lower than Oct-18 expectations (4.2
percent), and the IMF expects the actual trade data
to possibly have been helped by front-loading of
imports, ahead of US-China tariff hikes. Growth of
global trade in terms of volumes of goods and servic-
es was left unchanged at 4.0 percent each for 2019,
while the corresponding growth for 2020 was
brought down by 10 bps, as trade volume growth for
Advanced Economies was lowered by 10 bps to 3.3
percent. 

Emerging Market and Developing Economies sees
downward revision of 20 bps for 2019 Real GDP
growth forecasts of Emerging Market & Developing
Economies were lowered to 4.5 percent (-20bps) in
2019, but left unaltered for 2020 (4.7 percent), by the

IMF. The lowered forecast for 2019 was mainly driven
by a 130 bps downward revision of growth for
Emerging and Developing Europe to 0.7 percent,
which in turn is expected to be driven by a contrac-
tion in Turkey’s economy. Growth for Emerging &
Developing Asia for 2019 and 2020 was kept stable
from October-18 estimates, as China’s growth expec-
tations was left unchanged for 2019 and 2020 at 6.2
percent for each year. 

India’s real  GDP growth for 2019 was raised by
the IMF to 7.5 percent (+10 bps), on gains from low-
er oil prices, easing inflation and slower monetary
tightening. Growth for Latin America is now expected
to be lower by 20 bps each for 2019 (+2 percent) and
2020 (+2.5 percent). Key drivers for the downward
revision are lower growth for Mexico over 2019-20, a
more severe contraction in Venezuela, and a contrac-
tion of Argentina’s economy in 2019, as tighter poli-
cies slow domestic demand. 

For the MENA region including Afghanistan and
Pakistan, growth was lowered by 30 bps to 2.4 per-
cent in 2019, from lower oil GDP, tightening financing
conditions in Pakistan and US sanctions on Iran, while
growth for 2020 was left unchanged.  

IMF lowers global growth forecast for 2019 and 2020

Non-oil GDP to drive GCC growth 
in 2019-2020; oil GDP may drop

Earnings momentum 
continues for NBK
driven by retail in 
Kuwait and int’l
KUWAIT: International operations and Boubyan
remain key growth drivers for NBK, with international
accounting for 35 percent of earnings growth in 2018.
International earnings represented 29 percent of group
(28 percent in 2017), increasing at a faster rate of +19.0
percent y/y compared with +13.6 percent for Kuwait
book. Kuwait earnings were mainly driven by consumer
banking, +11.6 percent y/y and making up 42 percent
of group earnings (44 percent in 2017). This more than
offset the decline in NBK’s corporate book, -56.3 per-
cent y/y - now representing 12 percent of earnings vs.
32 percent last year. Egypt (+20 percent growth in
2019e) and Boubyan (+15 growth) will continue to drive
NBK earnings momentum into 2019e. 

Benign CoR drives earnings beat 
Earnings beat of 5 percent in Q4 and 1 percent in FY

was mainly driven by lower CoR of 106bps during 2018
vs. 116bps in 2017 and our expectation of 123bps. We
see room for improvement in CoR as Kuwait imple-
ments IFRS 9 in FY 19e as NBK could benefit from
some release in provisioning. We pencil in CoR of
106bps for 2019e and expect it to trend downwards to
92bps afterwards. NPL ratio was broadly stable at 1.4
percent, while coverage fell to 228 percent from 287
percent in 2017. 

Decent loan growth
NBK continues to outperform the sector driven

by i) large tickets, ii) Boubyan stake and iii) interna-
tional operations, with loan book growing at 5.9
percent y/y. Deposit growth was softer at 4.0 per-
cent, increasing LtD to 104.5 percent from 101.6
percent in 2017. Despite limited NIM flex in Kuwait,
NBK managed to slightly improve its NIM by 8bps
to 2.71 percent in 2018 as 50bps increase in asset
yield offset 46bps increase in CoF. Kuwait interest
rates are well below US LIBOR and unlikely to
reverse trend unless excess liquidity is mopped up. 

This in turn depends on passing of the debt law.
Fee/forex income strong, but investment losses at
Boubyan level limited non-NII. Positive JAWs. OpEx
growth was limited to 4.1 percent y/y during 2018
as NBK continues to carefully manage its cost base
- positive JAWs of 3.3 percent.  

Strong capital, increased DPS while maintained
payout. CETI declined to 13.8 percent in 2018 from
14.2 percent in 2017 on RWA growth of 8.1 percent
and stable payout. NBK proposed DPS of 35fils in
2018 (and bonus share 5 percent) vs. 30fils in 2017
(bonus share 5 percent), but maintained its payout
at c.60 percent, offering a yield of 3.9 percent.
During Q4 NBK recognized losses of KD 35 mil-
lion on its FVOCI debt investments and forex loss-
es of KD 9 million but benefitted from forex gain
of KD 12 million from derecognition of associates
in its OCI. 

Reiterate CORE Buy, valuation remains compelling 
NBK remains the best positioned to exploit the

project spending in Kuwait, given best access to
wholesale funding, and highest maximum single par-
ty exposure and low deposit costs. NBK’s business
model is the most diversified in Kuwait in terms of
corporate/retail and Kuwait/outside - with expo-
sure to Egypt and KSA - further supported by its
dominant franchise in Kuwait. Recent removal of
FOL should continue to support share price. 

Renault board 
to replace 
Ghosn tomorrow
PARIS: French carmaker Renault said
yesterday that it would hold a board
meeting tomorrow to name a replace-
ment for its boss Carlos Ghosn, who
remains in custody in Japan over alleged
financial misconduct. Sources close to
the discussions told AFP that the compa-
ny would put forward Thierry Bollore to
replace Ghosn as chief executive and
Michelin chief Jean-Dominique Senard
as board chairman. Ghosn currently
holds both roles.

Renault, part of a powerful alliance
with Japanese carmakers Nissan and
Mitsubishi, officially declined to com-
ment on Ghosn’s replacement, beyond
confirming Thursday’s board meeting.

A trade union source said the meeting
would take place at 10:00 am (0900
GMT) tomorrow. Ghosn has already
been stripped of his positions as chair-
man of Nissan and Mitsubishi in the
wake of the allegations.

The French government, Renault’s
biggest shareholder with a stake of
more than 15 percent, is particularly
keen to see the company appoint a new
leader. Finance Minister Bruno Le
Maire had last week demanded a board
meeting “in the coming days” to name
Ghosn’s successor.

The Franco-Lebanese-Brazi l ian
businessman, who was arrested on
November 19, is set to remain behind
bars for the foreseeable future after a
Tokyo court again denied him bail
yesterday.

Prosecutors suspect he under-
declared his income in official statements
to Nissan shareholders between 2010
and 2015 to the tune of some five billion
yen ($46 million), apparently in an
attempt to avoid accusations that he was
overpaid. A separate but similar charge
is that he continued to do this between
2015 and 2018, under-reporting his
income by a further four billion yen.

He also faces a complex charge of
seeking to shift personal investment
losses onto Nissan’s books and trans-
ferring company funds to a Saudi con-
tact who allegedly stumped up collater-
al for him.

Bollore, who has been running

Renault in the wake of Ghosn’s stunning
arrest, was named deputy CEO a day
after he was taken into custody. The 55-
year-old has spent his entire career in
the car industry, much of it in Asia. This
is seen at Renault as valuable experience
in terms of smoothing fraught relations

with its Japanese partners and develop-
ing business in China.

Senard, 66, has worked at tyre giant
Michelin since 2005 and was the first
non-family member to head the historic
company. He was due to hand over the
CEO role to his deputy in May. —AFP

TOKYO: A pedestrian walks past an electric board showing a news program dis-
playing a picture of former Nissan chief Carlos Ghosn in Tokyo yesterday. —AFP


